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The current economic recession has
generated the highest U.S. unemployment
rates in recent history. In April 2020,
unemployment jumped to almost 15% from
4.4% in March.1 Although the unemployment
rate has since declined to 6.9% in October,
11.1 million American workers still do not have
a job.2 Unemployment insurance (UI) has
been a lifeline that has kept many displaced
workers and their families financially afloat.
However, state UI systems are inundated
with a record number of jobless claims,
putting their solvency to a serious test. If
unemployment remains at elevated levels,
some states will exhaust their UI funds and
have to raise taxes on employers. This report
first reviews the current UI system and
federal assistance to date. It then discusses
Texas’ experience during the Great Recession
(2007-2009) and potential measures to
mitigate the impact of severely strained UI
funds in the current downturn.

THE GENERAL STRUCTURE OF UI
The main objectives of UI are to provide
temporary, partial wages to involuntarily
unemployed workers and to stabilize the
economy during a recession.3 Current
benefit structures reflect these objectives.
Regular state UI programs typically provide
displaced workers with up to 26 weeks of
unemployment benefits. Most programs
replace about half of a worker’s average
weekly earnings, up to a maximum amount.
Because of this cap, higher income workers
receive a smaller portion of their earnings
through UI than lower income workers. For

instance, the maximum benefit amount
is $521 per week under Texas’ regular
state program, which means that eligible
workers will receive $13,546 over a sixmonth period.4 Furthermore, UI benefits can
continue for another 13 or 20 weeks under
an extended benefit (EB) program if certain
economic criteria are met, such as high
unemployment rates at the state level.
Federal rules provide general guidance about
the design of UI programs, but states have
great flexibility in establishing their own
systems, including provisions regarding
eligibility, coverage, and duration. In most
states, claimants must meet earning history
and length of employment requirements to
be eligible for benefits.
The UI is a jointly financed federalstate program that collects funds through
federal payroll taxes under the Federal
Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) and state
payroll taxes under the State Unemployment
Tax Act (SUTA). FUTA and SUTA funds are
deposited in the appropriate accounts within
the Unemployment Trust Fund. The FUTA tax
finances federal and state UI administrative
costs, federal loans to states, the federal
share (50%) of the EB program, and state
employment services, whereas the SUTA
tax finances regular state UI programs and
50% of EB benefits. The statutory FUTA rate
is 6%, and employers pay a FUTA tax on the
first $7,000 of each employee’s earnings.
If an employer meets certain conditions,
such as having no delinquent federal loans,
a credit of 5.4% is granted. As a result, the
effective FUTA rate will be 0.6% and the
employer pays no more than $42 per year
for each employee.5

The pandemic created
a perfect storm for
state UI funds: state
trust funds did not
enter the recession
well-prepared, and the
unexpected surge in
the number of claims
further overwhelmed
the UI system.
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The precarious
financial position of
state UI funds exposes
certain issues and
opens discussion
about improving
the current system,
including the treatment
of independent
contractors, program
features, and integrity
of the UI program.
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The UI mechanism features built-in
automatic stabilizers. When the economy
is robust, the vast majority of workers are
employed and the unemployment rate is low.
As such, there will be more contributions to
UI funds than payouts to build up a surplus.
Collectively, states fund about 85% to 90%
of their UI expenses through SUTA taxes
during economic expansions; the remaining
10% to 15% is financed by the FUTA tax.6 For
instance, the FUTA tax collected $6.3 billion
and the SUTA tax collected $39.1 billion in
FY2018 to finance unemployment benefits.
When a recession hits, the opposite
happens and the funds are drawn down to
maintain economic stability. If everything
goes as planned, the surplus will be enough
to sustain the economy through a recession
and until the economy recovers. However,
a prolonged recession may cause states to
have insufficient funds to pay UI benefits.
Because UI benefits are entitlements, states
are required to pay unemployment claims
to eligible workers. As such, the federal
government has a loan mechanism (referred
to as Title XII loans) to help states with
insufficient funds to meet their obligations.
States that borrow from the federal
government must pay back the principal
and interest on these loans within a
particular timeframe.
Title XII loans have built-in provisions to
ensure automatic repayment of outstanding
balances. When the principal on loans has
been outstanding on January 1 for two
consecutive years and remains unpaid on
November 10 of the second year, states
will be subject to a reduction of credit that
can be applied against the FUTA tax, which
effectively increases the federal tax rate
until the loans are fully repaid. This credit
reduction starts at 0.3% in the second year,
and increases by increments of 0.3% in each
subsequent year (see Table 1 below).
The loan mechanism has already been
used during the current recession: as of
November 12, 21 states have collectively
borrowed $40 billion under the loan program
at an interest rate of 2.4%.7 The largest
borrowers include California ($15 billion), New
York ($8 billion), and Texas ($5 billion), which
together account for about three-quarters of
outstanding Title XII loan balances.

UI PROVISIONS IN FEDERAL PANDEMIC
RELIEF PACKAGES
The Families First Coronavirus Response
Act (FFCRA) gives states more flexibility to
address coronavirus-related unemployment
by waiving work search and waiting
period requirements for UI eligibility. It also
temporally makes EB 100% federally financed
until December 2020.8 In addition, the FFCRA
waives interest accrual on Title XII loans from
March to December 2020. So, for states that
borrow from the federal government to pay
UI benefits, interest will start accruing in
January 2021; and if states do not repay the
loans before November 2022, employers will
see higher FUTA taxes in January 2023.
Another pandemic relief package—
the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security (CARES) Act— provides funds that
states can use for UI benefits, although they
are not specifically reserved for UI purposes.
There are also certain restrictions regarding
these funds. Treasury guidance prevents
state governments from using the CARES
Act Relief Fund (CRF) to offset existing
budget shortfalls despite states’ revenue
losses.9 Instead, the funds must be used
toward necessary expenditures incurred
due to COVID-19, and must be used before
the end of 2020.
The UI-specific provisions of the
CARES Act include three major federally
funded measures: additional benefit
payments (known as Federal Pandemic
Unemployment Compensation or FPUC);
expanded benefit eligibility (known as
Pandemic Unemployment Assistance or PUA);
and additional weeks of benefits (known
as Pandemic Emergency Unemployment
Compensation or PEUC). FPUC paid an extra
$600 benefit that augmented state weekly UI
benefits; this provision expired in July 2020.
After the FPUC expired, President Trump
issued a presidential memorandum on
August 8 that temporarily authorized Lost
Wage Assistance (LWA). The LWA provides
federal grants of $300 week to supplement
states’ weekly UI benefits, and states have
the option to match an additional $100
for a total of $400. Although states are
encouraged to use the CRF to provide the
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additional $100 benefit,10 only Montana,
Vermont, West Virginia, and Kentucky
offer the match.11 In addition, an increasing
number of states have exhausted the federal
government allocation for LWA grants. In
Texas, the LWA program was effective for six
weeks, ending the week of September 5.12
The CARES Act also created a new PUA
program, effective until December 2020.
The PUA expands benefit eligibility to the
self-employed, independent contractors, gig
workers, and certain groups that previously
did not qualify for the state UI programs.
Essentially, the program provides up to 39
weeks of federally financed UI benefits to
unemployed workers not covered under any
state or federal UI benefits.
Finally, the CARES Act created the
PEUC program, which authorizes up to 13
weeks of federally financed UI benefits for
individuals who exhaust other UI benefits.
Because individuals may qualify for multiple
UI programs, there are coordination rules to
prevent duplicating benefits.13
These federal programs have funded
the majority of UI benefits paid this year,
including the EB and the new programs
from the CARES Act. However, the pandemic
created a perfect storm for state UI funds:
state trust funds did not enter the recession
well-prepared, and the unexpected surge in
the number of claims further overwhelmed
the UI system. A Department of Labor study
shows that at the end of 2019, UI trust fund
balances in at least half of the states were
below the recommended solvency level;
this can be loosely understood to mean
that these states did not have the assets (UI
funds) to cover a year-long recession. Texas’
UI trust fund was not in a good shape; it
not only failed to meet the federal solvency
requirement, but its solvency level ranked
fairly low among all jurisdictions. Only New
York, California, and the U.S. Virgin Islands
ranked lower.14
Exacerbating the situation is that
although the federal government shouldered
most of the financial burden for state EB
programs and new federal programs, it
did not directly provide funds to support
states’ regular UI programs. Instead, the
federal government encourages states
to use the CRF to pay for the surge in UI

claims. So far, about 10 states have used the
CRF to replenish their UI trusts and reduce
borrowing from the federal government.15
Some support this approach and indicate that
UI programs should be prioritized to provide
support for financially struggling residents.
However, others believe that because the
federal UI loans do not need to be repaid for
another two years, states should borrow
from the federal government to finance UI.16
The CRF should instead be used to safely
open schools, provide funds to hospitals, or
purchase personal protective equipment, or
support other future needs, they argue.

ZEROING IN ON THE TEXAS SYSTEM
State UI funds are financed through the
SUTA tax paid by employers. Although each
state calculates the SUTA differently, many
states, including Texas, have experiencerated taxes. This means that employers
with more layoffs over a certain period
will pay higher taxes. The Texas Effective
Tax Rate for an experienced employer is
the sum of five components: General Tax
Rate (GTR), Replenishment Tax Rate (RTR),
Obligation Assessment (OA) Rate, Deficit Tax
Rate (DTR), and Employment and Training
Investment Assessment (ETIA).17
The GTR is the experience-rated
element in the formula. Its calculation is
based on claims against an employer’s
account (“chargebacks”) over a three-year
period. In addition, this element recovers
half of the claims that are not chargeable to
any specific employer, such as those that
liquidated or went bankrupt.
The second component, RTR, is a charge
to all experienced employers to cover the
other half of claims not chargeable to any
specific employer. Because jobless claims
and business closures tend to increase after
an economic downturn, the RTR typically
increases during these periods.
In addition, the OA is collected to pay
bond obligations and cover interest due
on federal loans that are used to pay
UI benefits. The DTR is the solvency
component in the formula. If the balance of
the UI trust fund drops below 1% of taxable
payrolls on October 1, the shortfall will be
3
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made up by increasing the DTR in the next
calendar year for all experience-rated
employers.
Finally, the ETIA is imposed on all
employers at a 0.1% rate. Proceeds from
this assessment are deposited to the credit
of the employment and training investing
holding fund. The RTR is reduced by 0.1% to
finance the ETIA, so there is no net increase
in overall taxes.
In 2020, Texas’ unemployment tax rate
ranges from 0.31% to 6.31% on the first
$9,000 of an employee’s wages. Compared
to experienced employers, new employers
pay a higher average rate of 2.7%.18 Among
experienced employers, the OA rate is zero
for 2020 because Texas had neither state
bonds nor federal loans when the tax rate
was calculated. The DTR is also zero because
Texas had sufficient UI funds based on state
standards. The ETIA is fixed at 0.1%.

FIGURE 1 — TEXAS UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE TAX RATE
(2001-2020)
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Bonds, Series 2014 A ($212,145,000) and Series 2014 B ($497,640,000), Table 5: State of Texas
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In recent years, about two-thirds of
Texas employers have paid the minimum tax
rate. Minimum rate payers with no recent
layoffs essentially pay an RTR of 0.21%
and an ETIA of 0.1% for a combined rate
of 0.31%. The historical Texas UI rate for
experienced employers and the minimum tax
rate are summarized in Figure 1.
For experienced employers, the rates
sharply increased from 0.78% in 2009
to 1.74% in 2010. This 0.96% increase
translates to $8619 per employee, which
constituted an additional tax paid by
employers in 2010. Even for employers that
paid minimum tax rates, the rate increased
from 0.26% in 2009 to 0.72% in 2010, a
$42 increase20 per employee. These two tax
rates continued to incrementally increase in
2011 before they started declining in 2012.
Although the Texas SUTA rates have generally
trended down since then, the 2020 rates are
still higher than those in 2009.

UI TAX INCREASES
The employer UI tax can increase through
three major channels. First, if a state
borrows federal Title XII loans, its FUTA tax
may increase in January 2023, and states
will need to pay interest accrued from
January 2021 until the loans are paid off.
The additional FUTA amounts are
summarized in Table 1.
Whether or not an additional $21 tax
per employee is a heavy burden probably
varies by state and employer. However, the
recent paid sick leave debate intensified by
COVID-19 helps put the dollar amount into
perspective.21 Most states and cities with
mandatory paid sick leave rules require
employers to provide 48 hours of leave per
year.22 Department of Labor data show the
average cost of providing paid sick leave
benefits was $0.42 per hour per employee
in 2019,23 which means that it costs
employers about $2024 to provide this
benefit. Today, cost is the biggest obstacle
to comprehensive paid sick leave coverage,
especially for small business employers.
As such, if small businesses say that $20
per employee per year is prohibitively
expensive for paid sick leave benefits,
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increasing the FUTA by a comparable
amount will probably generate similarly
negative employer reactions.
Second, about half of the states,
including Texas, announced that COVID-19
related layoffs will not affect employers’
UI experience ratings.25 This prevents
employers’ GTR component from soaring;
however, the solvency component of the
SUTA tax will kick in. Specifically, because
the UI trust fund balance is below the
sufficiency threshold, the DTR will increase
in Texas to replenish the funds.
Third, federal rules specify that
repayment of principal on federal Title XII
loans may come from the UI trust fund or
external sources. However, the repayment
of interest on funds used to cover UI
benefits (including federal loans and other
nonfederal debt instruments) must come
from external sources and cannot be from
UI trust funds. This means many states
need to raise employer taxes and possibly
issue state bonds to cover the repayment.
Texas’ OA covers interest due on federal
loans. Based on the experience of the
Great Recession, the overall SUTA increases
could be substantial, even larger than the
increase in FUTA.

EXPERIENCE FROM THE GREAT
RECESSION
During the Great Recession, many states
borrowed from the federal government to
pay UI benefits. The American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 included
a provision that temporarily waived states’
interest accrual on Title XII loans for almost
two years, from February 2009 to December
2010. In the fourth quarter of 2010, 33 states
had collectively borrowed over $40 billion
from the federal government, and estimates
show this ARRA provision saved states over
$2.2 billion in interest payments.26
States pursued several approaches to
pay off the federal loans in the aftermath of
Great Recession, including raising employer
taxes, borrowing from the private market,
reducing state UI benefits, or a combination
of these measures. In 2011, 21 states were
subject to the federal credit reduction and,

as a result, employers in those states paid
higher FUTA taxes. For instance, California
borrowed in 2009 and did not repay its loan
balance until 2018. As a result, California
employers paid higher FUTA taxes for seven
years, from 2011 to 2017.27

TABLE 1 — EFFECTS OF POTENTIAL FUTA CREDIT REDUCTION
Number of
Years with
Federal Loan

Calendar Year

FUTA Rate
(Incl. Credit
Reduction)

Total FUTA

Additional FUTA
over $42

2

2023

0.90%

63

21

3

2024

1.20%

84

42

4

2025

1.50%

105

63

5

2026

1.80%

126

84

SOURCES EY, Additional States Request Approval for Federal Loans to Pay UI Benefit, and author’s
calculation

Borrowing from the private market is
appealing as it may provide states more time
to repay the obligation. In addition, states
may be able to borrow at lower interest
rates and have more control of the terms
and conditions of their debts.28 Several
states, including Arizona, Colorado, Idaho,
Illinois, Michigan, Nevada, Pennsylvania,
and Texas, issued bonds after the Great
Recession.29 Texas issued $2.1 billion in
bonds in December 2010 to help repay its
federal loans, which had an interest rate of
3.9%.30 As a result of Texas’ solid recovery,
the Texas Public Finance Authority refunded
the bond in early 2014 at an accelerated
retirement date and a lower interest rate
(from the original 2.39% to 0.99%). The
bonds were eventually retired in 2017.31
According to recent news reports, Texas
is considering issuing bonds to replenish the
UI trust fund and repay the federal loans.
Texas’ general obligation debt currently
has the highest credit rating;32 however,
the principal amount could be much higher
this time if Texas borrows to repay all Title
XII loans. Based on the current amount and
accelerated pace of borrowing, Texas could
accumulate approximately $6 billion in loans
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by the end of 2020. Given the large amount
needed to repay the debt, a combination
of measures—issuing bonds, increasing
employer taxes, cutting UI benefits—is likely
inevitable. For instance, Texas may borrow
a smaller amount, sufficient to satisfy the
solvency requirement and cover part of the
loan repayment, and keep the employer tax
increase at a moderate level. The challenge,
of course, is that cutting benefits or raising
taxes is particularly undesirable during the
economic recovery.

IMPROVING THE CURRENT UI SYSTEM

During the Great
Recession, the federal
government extended
the interest-free
period of state UI loans
to almost two years.
Waiving interest accrual
for a longer period
would seem to be a
reasonable starting
point for balancing state
fiscal responsibility and
federal assistance.
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The precarious financial position of state
UI funds exposes certain issues and opens
discussion about improving the current
system. For instance, the CARES Act provides
federally funded UI coverage to gig workers,
freelancers, and independent contractors.
Although claims filed by these groups have
been associated with delays and confusion,
it is worth noting that these workers have
not paid into the UI trust funds.33 Federal
funds will cover these workers until the
end of 2020. After that, states will have
to decide whether to continue funding the
benefit; given the dire financial status of
state UI funds, they are unlikely to do so.
In the long term, states should consider
whether or not to extend benefit coverage
and contribution obligations to independent
contractors. Several mechanism have
been proposed to provide workers better
protection and benefits that are not linked
to specific employers, such as establishing
portable benefits,34 maintaining reserve
funds from which workers can pick benefits
à la carte, or modifying the existing labor
classification system.
In addition, studies show that the
features of UI programs, such as coverage,
size of the amount paid, and duration,
affect workers’ job search behaviors.
Historically, a more generous program may
provide a disincentive for returning to work,
prolonging the duration of unemployment.35
The concerns are somewhat balanced by the
low wage replacement rate,36 and the fact
that certain jobs may require a longer search
time to ensure a proper skills match.

During the current pandemic, the FPUC
program that provided an additional weekly
$600 benefit to unemployed workers
generated concerns that it was overly
generous. Some economists therefore
suggest the benefit should be linked to
a state’s unemployment rate instead of
providing the same flat dollar amount
nationwide.37 For instance, when a state’s
unemployment rate is above a certain level,
the supplemental benefit could be capped
at a maximum amount. When the state’s
economy improves and the unemployment
rate drops under the threshold, the benefit
could be reduced.
Finally, despite UI’s desirable features,
the program’s integrity has been a concern
even during times of economic expansion.
In FY2017, UI was identified as a high error
program.38 It had an improper payment
rate of 12.5%, meaning that $4.1 billion in
improper payments were made that year.
The recent increase in the unemployed
population has already generated a surge
in fraudulent UI claims.39 Detecting and
correcting these erroneous claims could take
years; these claims also divert resources
from those who need the funds.

REBUILD THE UI TRUST FUNDS
In the short term, states are likely focusing
on paying UI benefits and maintaining the
minimum level required for UI fund balances.
Although UI trust funds are not part of the
states’ general funds and the shortage will
not lead to direct budget cuts for state
agencies, they play important roles in
maintaining states’ economic stability.
The federal government may eventually
help states by providing additional
assistance, either in the form of flexible
financial aid that states can use to backfill
the UI trust, granting additional years for
states to repay the loans before a credit
reduction takes effect, or extending the
interest-free period to beyond 2020. During
the Great Recession, the federal government
extended the interest-free period to almost
two years for borrowing states. Given the
larger magnitude of unemployment and
economic disruption during the current
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recession, waiving interest accrual for a
longer period would seem to be a reasonable
starting point for balancing state fiscal
responsibility and federal assistance.
However, whether or not the federal
government helps, jobless claims are still
stubbornly high in many states, imposing
excessive burdens on employers that could
undermine an economic recovery. States
should be proactive in addressing the
UI trust fund shortfall by exploring bond
issuance to mitigate the impact of employer
tax increases.
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